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When you download Terraria.XBOX360-iNSOMNi the game is compressed with a file magic number of 0000000000000000 which is the only number/character in the header. The Xbox360 version of Terraria doesn't use the Source engine on the Xbox360 but uses, instead, a proprietary Xbox360-specific engine. Regardless of the engine used,
Xbox360 Terraria has 3D graphics and models. It uses a physics engine to simulate the terrain so that players can dig holes and walk on the rocky terrain. The RPG game has some unique features. It has a crafting system where players can combine components to create new items. These items can be passed to other players. There are items that
can be used to make spells. There are quest-givers that deliver quests that are geared towards the player's current level and with the most efficient set of tools. There are mountains, underground caves, jungles, deserts, oceans, and other fantasy-themed environments. The player can dig to new locations. This is done with special tools that can be
created by combining stones. These tools include a pick, shovel, brick breaker, pickaxe, paddle, crowbar, etc. Players are usually fighting monsters and quest-givers, but there are also puzzles to solve. The monsters don't do much damage at first. However, they will increase in strength as the player continues through the game. Players can dig to

a new level by finding a tunnel at the current level or creating a new hole by digging down with the pick. Tunnel levels might have shortcuts while hills require backtracking. Players are tasked with completing many types of quests to increase experience, gold, and other resources. Once the quest is finished, the player is rewarded with the
resources acquired. New quest givers are common at the end of each new level. Items such as food and pottery can be crafted with the resources collected. The order of levels will determine the quality of items the player gets, like plate armor, an iron sword, etc.
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